Abstract
Introduction
Chemistry is a fundamental discipline that accounts for life at the molecular level. Nevertheless, chemistry instruction at undergraduate level in US faces the challenge that a majority of the students taking chemistry are neither motivated nor interested in this subject. Most students taking chemistry do not plan to pursue a career in chemistry. They take chemistry simply because those courses are prerequisites for degrees in fields of their interests, medical science or pharmacy or nursing for instance. Hence, lack of incentives is a profound obstacle to learning. On the other hand, chemistry contains an abundant amount of abstract concepts, which necessitates significant time and effort commitments from the students. The contrast between the low inputs and high demands results in unsatisfactory performance on the students' side and frustration on the instructor's side.
Although the motivation enhancement in chemistry career demands national efforts in terms of promoting science and technology, increasing job opportunities, improving salary dynamics etc., a student's interest is another motive that is not justifiable from an economic perspective. For instance, some kids practice for hours in their spare time creating arts, playing instruments, or perfecting their skills in sports simply because they are interested in those practices. Thus, chemistry instructors may also improve students' learning by inspiring students' interest. The question is that "is chemistry really interesting?" Ironically, the answer is only "yes" to a limited number of chemists but not to the general public due to the adoption of tedious teaching methods in chemical education. Our goal is to expose the fascinating side of chemistry to our students and inspire their curiosity regardless of their career choices.
Traditional approaches on how to improve chemistry teaching at the post-secondary level have been discussed in quite a few books in the area of achieving effective teaching and enhancing students' problem solving skills [1] [2] [3] [4] and novel strategies come out every day in attempts to fill in the entirety [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, not many resources address ways to show the vivid nature of chemistry. This paper reports several means of fulfilling this goal.
Methods
The three methods that we use within this research are discussed in Sub-sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
Use Friendly Presentation
Presentation is the heart of the teaching process. The best way of getting students excited in chemistry is by presenting it in a dynamic manner. Instructors may buttress the lectures with the combination of boards and audio-visual aids such as overhead transparencies, PowerPoint slides and videos, etc [5] that makes chemistry more alive and real to the students as our millennium students are mostly visual learners due to the image-centric, visual world in which they are raised. Students grasp the concepts better if they can picture them. Thanks to the development of computer-related technology, we are able to show pictures of everything, from the giant solar system to a tiny atom, to the students, which in turn induce more straightforward perception. There is an increasing trend that textbook publishers nowadays provide JEGs, PowerPoint slides and transparencies of lecture outlines with the recent upsurge of textbook companion sites.
Illustrate with analogies
Even the most abstract concepts in chemistry can be illustrated by examples or by analogies. It is beneficial to include as many analogues as possible to illustrate basic concepts in the lectures. It takes time to prepare but it is extremely rewarding. In this way, students are able to correlate sophisticated concepts in chemistry with easy to comprehended analogies. Figures 1-6 represent various examples of illustrations and analogies. Figure 1 was used to illustrate electronegativity [10] in general chemistry and the property of electron withdrawing groups in organic chemistry by comparing electronegative elements or electron withdrawing groups to a cartoon character pulling a pair of electrons with the rope. Figure 2 indicated the nature of redox (shorthand for reduction-oxidation) [11, 12] reactions in which electrons are donated from the reducing reagent to the oxidizing reagent. Electrons can be liken to red balls in the reducing reagent's hand.
Electron delocalization [13] is the origin of a variety of chemical concepts such as the size and resonance effect on acidity, the source of aromaticity [14] and the driving force of electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions [15] , etc. We may draw an analogy between electron delocalization and mass distribution, which is more straightforward. The contrast in size between a fluorine ion and iodine ion is displayed as an ant v. s. a human in Figure 3a in which lack of stability can be visualized through the fact that the cartoon ant caries an apple in a nervewracking way while the cartoon human carries it very easily. Figure 3b demonstrates that electron delocalization stabilizes a species. The fact that a cartoon character finds it easier to carry two small bags of money than carrying all the money in one bag symbolizes a resonance stabilized anion in which the negative charge is shared by two oxygen atoms. Michaelis-Menten kinetics [16] applies to a number of biological kinetic processes, such as facilitated diffusion, simple enzyme catalytic reactions. However, comprehending hyperbolic saturation pattern is a hard nut to crack for students. Figure 4 depicts the facilitated diffusion and its connection to an analogy. Think of carrier proteins as vehicles that carry passengers to the destination, and think of the passengers as transported species. If the number of vehicles stays still (i.e. two on the diagram), increasing the number of passengers will not increase the transport rate because only two passengers will be transported per ride and the rest of the passengers have to wait for their turns. Thus, the transport rate reaches saturation. It is easy for students living in the "country on wheels" to understand that when the passenger number is larger
Copyright © 2010, Infonomics Societythan the vehicle number, the number of passengers no longer determines the transport rate. The same analogy applies to simple enzyme catalytic reactions too. Orbital hybridization is a theory initiated by Linus Pauling [17] for the rationalization of molecular geometry of organic compounds. Comprehending it is another hard nut to crack for students. Figure 5 endows pancakes making with a For the same principle, each sp 3 hybridized orbital contains ¼ s characters and ¾ p characters.
Correlate with everyday life
Chemistry touches all aspects of our lives. An experienced instructor is able to connect the depth of the science of chemistry with its every-day-life importance. There are articles [1] and books [2] [3] [4] about the everyday life chemistry. Table 1 
Results and Discussion
The above strategies are proven to promote effective learning. As a result, the students in my class express their satisfaction with my teaching style by giving me high marks in student evaluation and by the substantial progress they make. One of the students in my introductory chemistry class said commented "It is very obvious that Dr. Wu wants her students to succeed in this course, not only by making it easy, but also by staying in tune with the students". One commented, "The way she presented the material, made even the more difficult material understandable".
In order to compare our students' chemical knowledge competency to a national norm, the standardized exams produced by the American Chemical Society's Exam Institute were administered as the final exams. The average score on the organic chemistry exam increased by 16 percentage points from 2008 to 2009 with the highest score of 69% (the national average is 50 %). In Biochemistry, our students, scoring average of 37 out of 60, exceeded the national average (35 out of 60) in 2009 and thus, exceeded the nationally identified benchmark for this exam. This definitely speaks well to manner in which I teach in my class and the ability of our students to compete. Pleasurely suprisely, two students from my 2006 freshmen chemistry class lobbied at a local Burglar King to ban Trans-fat upon learning geometric isomerism and cis-trans conversion at high temperature. I am very grateful for the cooperation and enthusiasm from my students.
Despite the advantages of using overhead transparencies or PowerPoint slides directly, it is notable that there are two significant drawbacks comparing to traditional blacboard instruction. 1) Enormous amount of material delivered per slide; 2) Notebook taking may interfere with listening. In traditional blackboard instruction, an instructor's writing speed sets the pace for students' knowledge process and notebook taking. If the instructor uses pre-made PowerPoint slides, the students may feel to be exposed to overwhelming amount of information at once. In addition, students cannot copy a slide while listening to the instructor's verbal comments and adding the comments and annotation accordingly at the same time. There are several ways to solve the above problems. Posting the lecture slides in advance is one of the solutions to the time constraint. Secondly, Microsoft PowerPoint has built-in "Custom animation" feature which enable us to display objects one at a time [9] . Although the above adjustments are very time consuming, the strategies are extremely rewarding.
Despite the advantages of incorporating analogies into classroom instruction, it is advisable that an analogy may cause confusion by itself in the following two aspects. 1) Students aren't familiar with the analogy that instructors use [18] ; 2) Students have a different understanding of the point that the instructors wish to convey. Thus, finding the proper metaphors and repetitively specifying the similarities between the concepts and the analogies is necessary.
Conclusions
In general, inadequate conceptual understanding is one of the common obstacles that college students taking chemistry face. This situation is exacerbated by the lack of incentives and interest. However, an experienced instructor can make chemistry vivid and understandable to attract the interests, which in turn leads to learning enhancement.
